Concinnous Conscious
Part II

Advances in science provide the method and means to understand many of the
universes mysteries. Where one applies A-B-C laws to the universe, many scientist
claim that these same laws would be inapplicable in the center of a black hole1. As
it is noted, a black hole cannot be seen as such the people rely upon a belief those
scientists are correct in their assumptions. There is a lacking of scientific proof to
support that the laws of physic change within a black hole, only that of a theory or
a belief. Here many believe the thoughts of more than one scientist based on
empirical2 proof.

Most if not all court systems of the planet have placed into law that more than
empirical proof is required to reach absolution. When there is an absolution of
proof in many cases we see evil’s lies come to the forefront.

Why lie? There could be much possibility for why one wants to lie. Maybe the lie
is to cover up for other lies told. Maybe the lie is to conceal an illegal act. Maybe
mammon provides the reasoning. Whatever the reason, a lie is not even that of
empirical reasoning of truth.

Maybe scientist are correct in claiming the law of physics known to govern the
universe fail at the onset of a black hole, but the laws of a court depend upon an
absolution of fact.
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One needs only to look above the bar in a courtroom and notice the judge is only
that of a man. Where a judge offers an opinion that is based on data less than an
absolution, such is an opinion of a man. Where an opinion is in opposite to what
the data supports, then one has to question the mind. It is not hard for this writer to
comprehend that today’s current global financial nightmare was a result of a man’s
want for mammon. Where one’s desire for mammon results in the one using
intentional deception to preserve one’s mammon status, one has to hope that Satan
will have mercy on his soul, for Satan is the master of mammon. Additionally, it
appears there are many attempting to kick the intangible can of mammon down the
road. Is this all in hopes that austerity will provide the fertilizer for money to grow
on trees? Not the way God designed tree, apples and pears for you blind fools.
Blind of eyesight or blind of spirit, choice…
In the midst of writing, this headline appeared on the online edition of the New
York Times: “Federal Prosecutors Sue Bank of America Over Mortgage
Program3”. For those that do not know of the fraud involved, the story reads well
for how the taxpayer will possible recover monies, nothing included for the
victims. Also considering in many of these types suits settlement is reached for
pennies on the dollar. For those millions that are learned who know the fraud,
another headline to skirt the wheels of justice? If such story was to be a positive
election ploy for the current president, it fails miserably and all but guarantees the
loss of many votes.
Who knows what was in the mind of Preet Bharara4 when the suit was filed, was it
filed for the benefit of humanity or to provide an escape route for Bank of America
and others? Here one must apply a wait and see approach, hopefully this approach
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will terminate before the can quits rolling. Preet Bharara appears to be a Democrat,
but if Preet Bharara had been a Republican, one could not have done a better job in
making sure the president losses many votes this coming election. Would never
expect to prove timing intent but the time of filing would lead one to believe it was
politically motivated. One might imagine such filing was done in devious manner,
interesting way to give contribution funds from an evil industry. When politics
interferes with justice as which appears to be happening globally, a greater
injustice occurs.
Just as companies are experiencing a market slow down causing profits to slide,
this writer sees market saturation due to loss of disposable tangible cash. No matter
how new the product is, this “new” will not persuade people to spend what they are
protecting, the old tangibles that work just find… Maybe, many of these so called
learned needs to engage brain and apply sound reasoning and save what they can.
For if the can is kicked to long, only the tangible people will be able to survive into
the next millennium.

Here in the modern day world of finance, one has to wonder if those Wall Street
minds are still alive for the body is not relevant. Even an evil body would live so
long as it receives intangible income to pay for the tangible products of life
(nourishment), but will the intangibles provide the nourishment needed by the
mind (soul).

As elegant as it sounds, many of the financial artifices were created to create an
intangible value. Only issue with intangible value, it can not exceed the value of
the tangible, secondly, an intangible could never replace a tangible, at best, an
intangible payment stream could be offered up as an intangible secured by the

personal property of the owner of a tangible obligation where such tangible
obligation exist in tangible paper form. Where a tangible is real, a general
intangible is a record, and leveraged intangibles depend upon the existence of the
intangible.

History has proven that man has lied many times, so every time a lawyer opens
mouth, many open eyes to see if the shoe fits.

